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Prologue

Arrivals: Bishkek

We arrived at Manas International Airport in Bishkek, the capital of 
Kyrgyzstan to thunderous applause from the plane’s passengers. It felt as 
if they gave every successful landing an ovation. Perhaps it was a bonus; 
the plane’s emergency exit hadconsisted of a frayed escape rope. Conveying 
the impression that they wanted to prove they had a bus, but most likely a 
remnant of Soviet era full-employment, half an hour later the airport shut-
tle took us the twenty metres to the terminal building. Despite our arrival, 
however, our baggage wasn’t so fortunate.

Inside the grey terminal building, futile lost luggage forms in Cyrillic 
were distributed and filed beneath a single flickering TV on which an advert 
for a local strip joint played on a loop. Our pre-booked driver having failed 
to materialise, we acquiesced to the hawker’s insistent overtures and took 
ataksi, a beat up old Lada VAZwith a hole in the floor.

Approaching the urban sprawl, ahotchpotch of angular derelicts and half 
finished, stagnating Chinese construction projects lined the wide streets.
Weaving their way around traffic on crutches, limbless men held out tin 
cans, begging in the middle of the road. A jigsaw of mismatched panels hap-
hazardly cobbled together, the buses, dilapidated Mercedes Sprinters known 
as marshrutkas belched smoke as they laboured through potholes.

In the garden ofour accommodation, Gulnara’s Nomad Home,sickly 
brown beans climbed a trellis towards thesummer sun, the sky already a 
bleached silver void at seven AM. Shrugging away the room reservation I’d 
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printed out, the proprietor herded us into a yurt, the traditional, cylindrical 
tent dwelling of Central Asia. Latticework covered in shyrdak- handwoven 
Kyrgyz felt rugs- led to curved, blood red rafters which stretched to the tun-
duk, the ‘door to the heavens,’a vented area at the apex which admitted no 
air whatsoever. At forty-one degrees Celsius, it felt like hell.

Jetlagged, we shuffled into the city centre, where garbedin turned-up 
jeans and tracksuit tops, posses of rude boys loitered beside fountains, arms 
wrapped around each other’s shoulders. What you needed most in a region-
blighted by water shortages, it seemed,was fountains, a symbol of defiance 
in the face of nature. Outside a defunct casino, a plethora of bored soldiers 
patrolled the empty square, sweat dripping from beneath their saucepan-like 
caps. The President was due to pass. As the leader of a new-born country, 
it was of paramount importance that people either have faith in you or 
fear you, preferably both. As the motorcade receded, though, the militsiya 
quickly melted away. There was cotton candy to be had from the babushkas 
in shady Panfilov Park.



PART I



CHAPTER 1

A Brief Background

When I told people I wanted to visit Central Asia, their first ques-
tion was invariably ‘where?’ shortly followed by ‘why?’ Whilst 
neighbouring Afghanistan has become notorious, albeit as a 

barren wasteland where ill-conceived wars endlessly rage, twenty-five years 
after emerging from under the Soviet yoke, Central Asia remains an enigma, 
an area shrouded in mystery that people struggle to locate on maps. Even 
after I explained my reasons, most people’s comprehension hit a brick wall 
after Kazakhstan. The size of Western Europe, Kazakhstan has only mar-
ginally wormed its way into the Western consciousness due to newsfeeds 
referencing its vast oil and gas reserves. So that was where I was going then, 
Kazakhstan. 

Hailing from the graveyard suburb of Enfield, North London, a street 
market and festival trader at the time - largely because I can’t abide having a 
boss - I’ve always had the propensity to become obsessed by off the beaten 
track places with bizarre histories. For nigh on a decade it had been Laos and 
Myanmar; now it was Central Asia. 

 A land of nomadic horsemen peopled by the descendants of Jenghiz 
Khan’s Great Horde and a single nation of Persians, during the nineteenth 
century the once hugely important Silk Road states became a pawn in the 
so-called Great Game of expansion and espionage between Britain and 
Russia. With Afghanistan left as a buffer state separating these two empires, 
the rest of the region soon fell to Russia, disappearing for over a century 
behind what would become known as the ‘Iron Curtain.’ 

The advent of the Russian Revolution of 1917 saw Central Asia’s fortunes 
further reduced. Cloaked in the language of advancement and liberation, 
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this second wave of imperialism followed the typical Soviet blueprint. 
Rubbing salt into the wounds, the Kyrgyz capital Pishpek - now Bishkek - 
was renamed Frunze after the locally born Bolshevik General who subdued 
parts of the region. Dushanbe would become Stalinabad, most large streets 
becoming Karl Marx Avenue and public spaces Lenin Square.

Closed off by Stalin from the thirties until his death in 1953 - even to 
the Soviet people - Central Asian’s were made sedentary by a structuralism 
which saw nomadic traditions as random and backwards. Ruthlessly forced 
into communes known as kolkhoz, millions died, mostly as a result of star-
vation. Further degradations were to follow when the territory was reopened 
somewhat under Khrushchev’s ‘Virgin Lands’ agricultural policy in 1954. 
As local experts predicted, nothing would grow, the desert soil simply blow-
ing away.

Still the Soviets remained, bringing healthcare, education, greater gen-
der equality, limited infrastructure and economic security as a counter-
balance to their indiscretions. With the collapse of the Soviet Union in 
1991, however, in most cases against their will, five new countries emerged 
from the husk of the last great empire: Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, 
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. Propelled to the centre of a new Great 
Game by a combination of their strategic location and the discovery of 
extensive oil and gas reserves, since independence Central Asia has seen 
one bloody civil war, two revolutions and seven dictators, one of who 
presided over arguably the most fully formed cult of personality the world 
has ever seen. For a keen student of history, or of the absurd, Central Asia 
has much to offer.

 So in the summer of 2012, I head out with my brother, Stan, to explore 
these lands of breathtaking scenery, spectacular monuments, despots and 
crushing poverty. Scribbling down my first impressions, little did I realise 
that I’d keep returning for years to come, as travelling to a desert sea, a col-
lapsed gas rig dubbed the ‘Gate to Hell’ and along the ‘Heroin Highway’ 
atop the roof of the world, I sought to unearth the stories of the people and 
places behind this fascinating region.

Shoestring Gorge

With Stan’s luggage not forthcoming, our initial plans were soon revised. 
As we pulled away from Bishkek’s west bus station in a shared taksi early 
next morning, every last hue of colour was sucked from the land, the capital 
unnaturally green by comparison. Obscured by clouds of dust, emaciated 
women with babies clutched tight to their breasts stood at roadside yurts, 
their stands teeming with plump pomegranates and watermelons. 

In the first village outside of Bishkek, comprised of a thin strip of cor-
rugated shipping containers surrounded by achromatised boulders, we 
picked up a family who crammed their possessions into the car. A kettle, 
two blankets, three cardboard boxes and a pushchair with a wheel missing 
were loaded under the watchful eye of an underemployed shopkeeper. After 
a few attempts at slamming the boot shut, a string solution sufficed and we 
were off. With babushka in the front, us, mother, father, son and a wailing 
infant in the back, over-encumbered we limped along the one lane highway. 
Quickly asleep, the teenage son rest his head upon my shoulder.

Adjusting his Champions League Football cap, our driver twirled the sil-
ica diamond encrusted gearstick with his thumb, the asphalt ahead of us 
shimmering like an oily mirage. The Kyrgyz flag - an airbrushed red and gold 
Soviet relic revamped - flapped against the cracked windscreen festooned 
with fluffy dice. Every automobile, it appeared, had a cracked windscreen.

Away from the highway, parched farmland spread out, melting into 
the horizon. In the yards of mud-walled compounds, men were piling up 
mounds of dung cakes, fuel for the coming winter freeze. Weaving our way 
past a jaywalking puppy and a broken down lorry, we passed a goat market. 
With business winding down before noon, unsold animals were being reluc-
tantly herded back into giant wire cages. Rising farther into the mountains, 
white markers like gravestones lined the road. In a gorge at the bottom of a 
blind corner lay a glut of shattered vehicles.

Three hours into the journey, we pulled over at a truck stop diner, the 
Kyrgyz equivalent of a Denny’s or a Little Chef. The windblown grit of 
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Shoestring Gorge stinging like mosquito bites, all around bulldozers were 
busy carving a wider artery for Chinese imports. Spray paint not having 
made it here yet, adverts and graffiti were daubed in matt emulsion on the 
scrub beige hillsides. 

Deciding to give the food a miss, I headed for the toilets. Behind a crum-
bling wall, a line of grinning men were hunkered down, shitting in a ditch. 
It was three Kyrgyz som for the privilege. The three som coin might well 
have been invented specifically for tua-let wallahs standing guard over these 
reeking holes. As I’d come to discover, getting change was a bitch.

Cholpon Ata

Dropped in the middle of I didn’t know where, we dragged our bags along, 
chalky white clouds rising in our wake. The search for a homestay leading 
only to packs of dogs, eventually a chestnut brown-eyed young man with a 
broad, round face took pity on us.

‘Zdravstvuyte!’ he greeted us with a mild, vodka-fuelled enthusiasm. 
‘Vy govorit’e pa-Russki, da?’
‘Niet Russki,’ Stan and I chorused.
‘Niet Russki?’ he echoed, the smile slipping from his face as his interest 
waned. ‘Uh…nomir… ruhm,’ he proffered, placing his hands together 
to form a pillow upon which he lay his head.

At the homestay, where the owners two-wheeled Lada sat elevated upon 
stacks of bricks, the standard response to not understanding the language 
was in full swing; the bristling moustachioed grandpa repeating the same 
phrase ever louder. Finally conceding that this approach was doomed to 
fail, he drew the sun and the moon in the dirt with a stick and rotated his 
outstretched arm round and round until the penny dropped.

‘Three nights,’ I answered, holding up my fingers. 

We were staying in Cholpon Ata, literally translated as ‘Venus Father,’ birth-
place of the black plague which fleeing Genoese traders had carried all the 
way to Europe, wiping out sixty percent of the population. Those rats really 
knew how to party. A donkey munching garbage marked the beginning of 
the muddy trail to the lakeside beach. Dotted along the track, old women 
recumbent on blankets knit woolly socks to sell, ramshackle huts with peel-
ing walls offering inflatables, misshapen melted ice creams, buckets, spades 
and bottles of vodka. 

On the burning sand as coarse as glass, raucous, pot-bellied Russians 
stood greased up and bronzing evenly. Each tourist crammed into their 
allotted inches in parallel lines as close to the shore as possible, to sit for 
these Russian sunbathers was a sign of weakness. The freezing waters of 
Lake Issyk- Köl - ‘Lake Naturally Warm’ - presented no challenge to these 
hardened souls. Some were used to the Siberian tundra, where they’d chisel 
their way through the ice for a morning dip.

Along the beach, oxidised, burnt out rubbish bins which doubled as bar-
beques spilt empty bottles and watermelon rinds onto the brown grass and 
sand. Obscured by shashlyk fumes - grilled meat on a stick, the national 
and regional delicacy - camel and eagle hawkers lazily patrolled this Kyrgyz 
Blackpool, looking for, but failing to find novelty seekers. Outsized umbrel-
las lining the water’s edge, children frolicked in the shallows on splintered 
wooden pedalos, like park benches on giant skis. The dazzling sun reflecting 
off the rippling, expressionless expanse, ominous clouds sat immovable atop 
the dark, enveloping peaks.

The lightly salted Lake Issyk-Köl, riviera of Central Asia, sits at sixteen 
hundred metres, ringed by the four thousand metre plus Tian Shan Range, 
the ‘Celestial Mountains.’ In 1998, courtesy of the Canadian-owned Kumtor 
gold mine - the country’s largest and practically only industry - two tonnes 
of sodium cyanide had found its way into the Barskoon River which feeds 
Issyk-Köl. Bleaching powder was dumped in as the solution. These days the 
lake doubles as a torpedo testing site for the Russian and Indian Navies. The 
Indians are particularly keen; it being a closed environment they can collect 
their missiles and recycle them.
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With noon approaching, lunchtime was upon us, vendors at their grills 
donning Stetsons and knock off wrap-around Ray-bans. Fanning the flames 
with sheets of cardboard, they sharpened their knives and flashed grins, beau-
tiful as their gold teeth caught the sun. Only poor relations had silver teeth, 
or worse still their own decaying, yellowed teeth. They were truly to be pitied.

Swathed in the billowing emissions escaping from square Soviet ZIL 130 
trucks which thundered through the one road town, we chowed down on a 
layered cake of cold white rice, raw potato, egg and mayonnaise and a bowl 
of oily french fries swimming in ketchup. Scooping up a lump from my 
plate, I offered it to a hungry, sad-eyed tripod mongrel that was hovering 
underneath our table. Tail between its legs, it fled with a mournful yelp. 

In this holiday getaway, after lunch if not before, it was without fail 
vodka time. It aided digestion and much-needed forgetfulness. Like a sugary 
Eurovision soundtrack on a loop, Russian pop poured from the bars speak-
ers. Occasional forays into Western music were even more horrific; the sing-
ing DJ’s rendition of “Tears in heaven” could have made the angels weep. 

‘Kazakhstan? Ot Kazakhstan!’ the DJ-Compare cried with a false 
bonhomie as he moved onto hosting a Miss Central Asia pageant in 
miniature.

The losers looked resigned to their fate, their drunk and angry boyfriends 
less so.

Having imbibed a healthy dose of Baltika Seven lager, I tottered off to the 
toilets, where a bowl haired man blocked my path. 

‘Where from?’ he began.
‘England. Angliya. London,’ I replied.
‘Ah, Olympics!’ he rejoined, a wide smile spreading across his boyish, 
freckled face.

The Olympics were hugely popular. Unfortunately, I hadn’t watched a single 
event.

Through a process of rudimentary sign language, we were invited to join 
Tilek, his friend Tilek and their curvaceous dates, Cholpon and Bululu. It 
was the two Tilek’s birthdays, both of whom were turning thirty-two. One 
Tilek wore a shell suit top, the other the matching trousers. It was a popular 
look. Perhaps they’d bought one outfit and were sharing it; you rarely saw 
the whole get up on one person.

Tilek Abdulaev worked as a driver at the Kumtor gold mine; beyond that 
he didn’t want to talk about his job. As I’d come to discover, to say that the 
mine was a touchy subject which solicited volatile reactions was to put it 
mildly. He’d once had a large family based around Cholpon Ata, Tilek told 
me, but as the years went by, one by one they’d moved away in search of gain-
ful employment. 

‘One of my brothers, he is very clever, now he works on building site 
in Russia. Many of my relatives go to Bishkek, but no work there,’ he 
concluded.

Weary of this depressing subject, Tilek ordered another bottle. I’d read that 
the Kyrgyz were the most laid back of the Central Asian people and I would 
learn that this was true. In many cases, they were Muslim-lite, for although if 
pushed they spoke of having one hand on the Quran, in the other hand they 
were waving around a drink whilst laughing boisterously. It being rude not 
to finish an opened bottle, which always had the lid thrown away, the vodka 
terrorism continued late into the night, toast after toast being required. 

‘May you live a hundred years,’ I slurred, raising my glass and sticking 
to the Soviet classics.
‘A good toast,’ Tilek number two responded, a metallic brightness in 
his eyes; ‘but no,’ he added, shaking his head and unleashing a disarm-
ing smile, ‘ninety years is enough.’ 

In the main hall, Russian and Kazakh tourists shoulder danced, the rest 
of their bodies remaining perfectly still. Mushroom cuts were clearly in 
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fashion; nearly everybody had one, including a large proportion of the 
ladies.

‘Our Kyrgyz women so beautiful, no?’ Tilek number one repeatedly 
asked me over the blasting music, indicating his girlfriend with the aid 
of her linguistic skills.
‘Da,’ I agreed, though she looked more like a bowl of plov than the 
Goddess of Love incarnate. 

At this juncture, things got hazy. I have a vague recollection of being dropped 
off in a jalopy stuffed with the six of us as dogs set each other off for another 
all night howling session. Rolling off Cholpon’s lap, I stumbled away with 
promises to meet in the morning for what their miming led me to believe 
would be some sort of dirt bike adventure.

Boris and the Mountain

Awaking bleary eyed at one PM, the scratchy writing in my notebook con-
firmed our missed rendezvous and my wallet told me I’d paid a fair chunk 
of the bill. Exiting the homestay in urgent need of water, I ran straight into 
a local named Boris. Like all of the vodka casualties in town, the question 
I’d asked myself the first time Boris approached me was: is that red-faced 
man coming at me with grievous intent or just staggering in my general 
direction? 

Boris lived in a rusted railroad car hemmed in by abandoned, roofless 
shacks at the bottom of a boulder-strewn mountain. Unfinished building 
projects littered the land. The intentions were good, the finances and the 
will less solid. Taking me in a bear hug, Boris flew straight into his word 
soup. He wasn’t going to let the fact that he knew I couldn’t comprehend 
a single word deter him. A cloud of flies surrounding us, we did the ritual 
three-minute handshake, his monologue broken only by my futile interjec-
tions of ‘niet Russki.’

With Stan emerging from the homestay to rescue me from Boris’s grasp, 
we set out to ascend a massif to the north of town, hoping to get a better 
look at what we presumed to be a weather station, but may have been some 
bizarre ex-Soviet military installation. A third of the way up, though, in a 
gulch filled with empty beer cans, Stan doubled over holding his stomach.

‘Oh, my guts!’ he cried, inching back down the slope with an awkward, 
clenched gait.

To the receding cries of Boris and a tuneless muezzin in the turret of the 
local mosque, through a series of dead ends, I finally reached the summit. 
At the pinnacle of the jagged ridge, all you could hear were distant dogs 
barking excitedly; the view of tiny plumes of smoke rising up from myriad 
shashlyk grills all over town. I may have been none the wiser as to what the 
installation that had piqued my interest was, but I did discover a surprising 
array of discarded knickers up there.

Bridging the Kyrgyz-Kazakh border, thirty kilometres north lay the micro-
nation of Hasanistan. Founded in 2011 by self-declared dictator Hasan Çakar, 
Hasanistan claims to be the successor state to the Great Seljuk Empire. Since its 
declaration of statehood, the enclave has seen largely unremitting turmoil due 
to an ongoing power struggle between Çakar and his ally Shady Morsi and the 
Sufi Legion, the so-called ‘Hasani Mujahedeen.’ Despite this, the authorities 
are looking to expand their territorial claims into Bahrain and Algeria. As of 
October 2016, the micronation has declared itself a constitutional monarchy, 
the Imperial State of the Empire of Pavlov, Shahdom of Hasanistan and Rum 
under the rule of Iskander IV of Pavlov. It’s possible to submit an application 
for citizenship via their government BlogSpot should one feel the urge.

A purple sky settling over the distant Tien Shan at sunset, distant thun-
der rumbled, threatening rain which would never arrive. Completing my 
descent to Cholpon Ata in the dark, back at the homestay I found Stan get-
ting stoned behind the outhouse with two teenage boys who, though eager 
to share their weed, boasted not a word of English between them. The act in 
itself provided a universal language.
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Back to Bishkek

Travelling through grazed red peaks, the corroded cages of graves cast in 
the shape of yurts lined the highway, melding nomadic tradition with the 
Hanafi Muslim faith. They knew how to take a theme and run with it. 
Weaving in and out of the middle of the road as we overtook in dead man’s 
lane, our marshrutka repeatedly avoided high-speed collisions by a matter of 
millimetres. It kept the journey interesting. 

Gridlock and a cacophony of horns welcomed us back to Bishkek, the city’s 
name meaning ‘the ladle that beats the mare’s milk until it ferments.’ Toward 
the end of the nineteenth century,  the mildly alcoholic uber-sugary mare’s 
milk drink kumis had a strong enough reputation for its medicinal qualities 
to support a cottage industry of ‘kumis cure’ resorts. Tolstoy and Chekhov were 
amongst those to try the treatment. Long-suffering from tuberculosis, Chekhov 
drank four bottles a day for two weeks, gaining twelve pounds, but no cure.

Tailed by taksi drivers at the west bus station, we endeavoured to find out 
about the marshrutka to Shymkent, Kazakhstan, but at each new window, 
we met with the same response.

‘Da, da, Shymkent,’ they’d nod indifferently, directing us back to the 
counter from which we’d just come.

Giving up on the bus station of misinformation, we instead tried to get a 
ride back to our accommodation; more difficult than anticipated consider-
ing the gaggle of drivers. Pointing at the desired location on a map proved 
futile. All cabbies were map illiterate. Never available during Soviet times, 
maps were a new phenomenon. Navigation in Central Asia was still about 
naming a well-known landmark near your destination; if there didn’t hap-
pen to be one, well that was tough. 

Eventually, we got lucky, the fourth driver understanding at the sixth 
attempt where we were trying to go.

‘Da, da, EAST bus station,’ he roared, repeating what Stan had been 
saying for the last ten minutes, but with more conviction.

 Across the grid of concrete blocks and statues, leafy parks and marigolds 
planted on traffic islands added a splash of colour. A conversationalist, see-
ing that we didn’t speak any Kyrgyz or Russian, our driver delighted in tell-
ing us the name of every street we passed.

‘Shevchenko, Manas, Erkindik, Prospektesi, Soviet!’ he bellowed.

Sipping a drink at dinner that night, I chanced upon a copy of The Times of 
Central Asia, an English-language newspaper produced by an Italian-born 
businessman, proprietor of the Adriatico Paradise Restaurant. The only coun-
try in the region to wear more than a modest shroud of democracy, Kyrgyz 
politics is still an incendiary cocktail of clans and vested interests riven by a 
north-south divide. Whilst President Atambayev was in talks with the lead-
ers of Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Turkey about future regional prosperity, 
the Kyrgyz government, it transpired, had collapsed on the day we’d arrived. 
The government’s official website was offline, having been brought down by 
a group identifying itself only as ‘Group PHhack.’

Chaos seemed to be in store. Demonstrators - most likely bussed into 
Bishkek and paid off by rival elites - had stormed the Embassy of Belarus 
demanding the extradition of former President Kurmanbek Bakiev, who was 
now living in exile in Minsk. This was the same man protesters had been 
plied with vodka to storm the decidedly grey White House and put in and 
then ousted in a second reportedly psychotropic enhanced revolution. Just 
months later, they voted his cronies back in again.

Recently unveiled outside parliament, a new monument to those that 
died during the second revolution portrayed youthful figures pushing away 
a dark mass to leave only the light, but in Kyrgyz politics, nothing was 
as simple as black and white. Shortly after we left Bishkek, parliamentary 
proceedings ground to a halt amidst allegations that a member of the Ata-
Meken Party had stolen a rival MP’s son’s bicycle. The ritual slaughter of 
seven sheep in a bid to drive evil spirits from the building appeared to have 
failed.
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Heading back to the city centre, accompanied by the belch-like ‘burfph’ 
of militsiya sirens, the President’s motorcade whizzed past us. Lingering in 
Ala-Too Square, we watched the famed light show and dancing fountains. 
Half of the lights were broken and the jets of water which worked “danced” 
out of time for a full six minutes. 

Around the square, animated locals were showing off their prize peacocks, 
pigeons and rabbits. Long-legged, raven-haired beauties in short sequinned 
dresses paraded up and down the ulitsa. Slouched on eiderdowns, old ladies 
attempted to sell their trinkets and mementoes. For a som, you could weigh 
yourself on your choice of scales which rows of peddlers manned, or for 
a whopping ten som, you could go for the luxury of new-fangled talking 
scales.

This was the place to dust off your blades, myriad roller-skaters whoosh-
ing around. Awed pedestrians threw three som coins at the tallest man in 
Kyrgyzstan, a sorry, deformed figure measuring maybe six feet nine. In 
shows of strength that never lasted long, men hung from gymnastic high 
bars, counting the seconds until gravity inevitably defeated them. 

In season, this was the city of brides, identikit weddings everywhere. The 
yurt-shaped World War II monument in Victory Square was a particularly 
popular spot, couples queuing for their moment at the eternal flame, which 
served the dual purpose of keeping drunks from freezing to death in the 
winter. 

Wedding receptions involved a stroll around funfair filled Panfilov Park 
and a stick of candy floss, snow white brides standing out against the gaudy 
colours of the Climbing Wall, Toy Town Train and a Shooting Range filled 
with eager young boys. After dark, laughing or grimacing new brides in 
puffy gowns were to be photographed for posterity striking old-school elec-
tronic punch bags along Prospect Street. Weddings were so popular and 
found in such abundance that I had to wonder how many of the brides were 
kidnapped.

Simpler than courtship and circumventing the bride price, Ala-Kachuu – 
‘take and flee’ - is a ritual form of bride kidnapping prevalent throughout 
much of Central Asia. The Soviets having done what they could to destroy 

local identity, debate rages as to the ethnographic roots of the practice, but 
what is certain is that it’s on the increase. 
Whisked away on horseback, or these days more likely stuffed into the back 
of a car by the prospective groom, future in-laws then try to calm the girl 
and coax her into putting on the jooluk, the white wedding shawl of submis-
sion. Whilst the waters are muddy as the appellation covers both abduction 
and elopement, the New York Times conservatively estimates that over half 
of Kyrgyzstan’s married women were snatched from the street by their hus-
bands, hence the adage ‘every good marriage begins in tears.’

Back at Gulnara’s Nomad Home, the luggage shenanigans continued. 

‘To-mor-row,’ the voice at the end of the telephone line brusquely 
stated before the receiver slammed down.

Emerging from behind the yurt, the elder Gulnara - Gulnara Major – 
informed us that our reservation for Independence Day had been cancelled.

‘Maybe for you sleep on ground outside?’ she smiled. ‘You have tent?’

Shoving us from her path, meanwhile, the teenage Gulnara - Gulnara Minor - 
was huffing and puffing about having to bring a guest a blanket.

Leaving her to her sullen mood, a wave of trapped heat struck me as I 
entered the yurt. It was time for a quick cold shower before the water ran 
out. Early next morning, we would set off for the Ala-Tau Mountains.
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CHAPTER 2

The Rat-Sick Hut

We rose at the crack of dawn, but regrettably, our driver didn’t. 
Only two hours behind schedule, though, we were on our 
way, the once whitewashed breezeblocks of Bishkek’s outskirts 

fanning out as we ascended past donkey carts, leaving the screeching traffic 
behind. 

At the Alplager, foot of the Ak-Say Canyon leading to the Korona Glacier, 
numerous thinly trodden paths wound their way into the mountainside, the 
only problem being that there were no signposts and no one to ask. After 
a few false starts, we found a weathered babushka in the sole building and 
asked her. Giving us a look somewhere between bemusement and suspi-
cion, she turned her back and teetered off down an unlit corridor. Some 
moments later, she returned with an old man wearing the tallest kalpak - the 
traditional Kyrgyz felt hat designed to resemble a peak from the Tien Shan 
Mountain Range - I had ever seen.

‘Ak-Say?’ Stan asked, indicating the myriad trails.

The whitebeard screwed up his wizened face into a ball of incomprehension.

‘Ak-Say?’ Stan ventured again, pointed towards a footpath and making 
a walking motion with his fingers.

Grandpa’s face settled into a blank canvas. We were clearly deranged.

‘Ak-Say?’ Stan enquired for the third time.
‘Ah, Ak-Say!’ the old man yawped, repeating exactly what Stan had 
been saying.

Breaking into a smile which lifted his flat cheekbones, he waved his arm in 
a general direction. Repetition appeared to help.

We’d been told by a bloke from northern England called Andy that this 
trek was ‘a cakewalk.’

‘From the Ratsek hut, there’s a really easy glacier,’ he’d said. ‘You could 
do it in an hour in yer sandals.’

Unfortunately, as we were later to discover, Andy was a professional moun-
taineer who’d led expeditions up K2. 

With this unbeknownst to us, we set off towards the Ratsek hut at Base 
Camp One, climbing steeply eastwards towards the peaks. It all began pleas-
antly enough, the air cool and fresh, a thin, white stream rippled over grey 
boulders at the foot of the valley. Pines covered the hillsides, wild lupines, 
sky blue cornflowers and redcurrants peeking from beneath the mottled 
pink tips of tawny grass to soak in the brilliant sunlight. Within a couple 
of hours, however, it became abundantly clear that stocking up on so many 
provisions - our bags weighing twenty-five kilos a pop – hadn’t been a good 
idea. Stan’s replacement rucksack from the TSUM Centre already starting 
to disintegrate, his new boxers from the underground bazaar were fraying at 
the seams as they chafed.

The trail deteriorating into a death-trap of ancient, twisted, sheer rock 
faces, slippery gravel ledges less than thirty centimetres wide separated us 
from precipitous drops. I’ve trekked over the Himalayas, but there’s trekking 
and then there’s climbing. This was climbing. On top of this, having not 
seen a soul since the Alplager, we didn’t even know if we were going in the 
right direction.

With the sun setting behind the silhouette of a ridge, it was too late to 
turn back. 

‘We’re going to die out here,’ I moaned melodramatically, apprehen-
sion in the pit of my stomach as I hauled my dust-caked form ever 
onward.
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Vegetation thinning as we rose through a veil of mist, I was beginning to 
lose all hope when three figures appeared on the horizon, steaming down the 
mountainside and leaving clouds in their wake.

‘Ratsek hut?’ I panted at the first two, who completely ignored me.
‘Rat sick?’ the third one replied without stopping. ‘Twenty minutes.’

Swooshing his waist-length dreadlocks, he turned to toss a trekking pole  
at me. 

‘Give this to Imfi. The guy with the big backpack,’ he shouted, before 
vanishing below a rapidly darkening crag.

Finally emerging onto a plateau surrounded by frozen escarpments, a trick-
ling rill surrounded by a slither of green cut a swathe through the rocks. 
With me barely crawling at the rear of our party of two, we arrived at the 
Ratsek hut an hour later. Beyond the tin-roofed lean-to, last vestige of civi-
lisation, a moonscape led to ice fields and snow-capped peaks.

Shown into the basic dorm by a surly teenager, we dumped our packs 
down. 

‘Tua-let?’ I asked him.

Taking a break from our papers - which he couldn’t read – the blotchy, jaun-
diced-looking boy indicated a track leading over a sharp incline obscured 
by mist, which plummeted to a dilapidated metal outhouse on stilts tilting 
precariously over the edge of a cliff. Garnering after a few attempts that we 
could speak no Russian, running a hand across his mousy buzz-cut, our 
welcoming party decided we weren’t worth the effort. Losing interest and 
discarding our permits on the floor, with a tut and a frown he melted away.

‘Imfi?’ I asked a couple of Russians wreathed in buckles, expensive 
ropes, North Face fleece jackets and insulated pants, but they just 

looked at me like I was mad. The guidance I’d been given – ‘the guy 
with the big backpack’ - proved useless; everyone had a large bag, all 
stuffed to the brim with hardcore alpine gear.

Directed to a plyboard shed, the tourist manager offered us a warming cup 
of Kyrgyz tea - chay. A broad-shouldered, middle-aged German, he’d been 
staying at the Ratsek hut for three-month stints for many years. Still cling-
ing to the idea of scaling the glacier the next morning despite our aching 
muscles, I enquired as to which ascent was the easiest. Looking mightily 
confused, he asked his comrades, who were equally dumbfounded. Arms 
shooting out in various directions, evidently this wasn’t going to work.

Our stilted conversation turned to buzkashi, Ulak Tyrtysh in Kyrgyz, the 
traditional, but notoriously difficult to track down Central Asian horseback 
sport which roughly translates as ‘goat grabbing’ due to the fact that a head-
less goat, the buz is used as the ball. 

‘Yah, I went once many years ago,’ said the German, his voice tapering 
off as he and his colleagues returned to staring into space, a pastime at 
which they were particularly adroit. Perhaps from the constant lack of 
oxygen, they glazed over as if naturally stoned.

Our search for buzkashi had begun in Bishkek some days ago at a Tourist 
Information Centre which had no information. Passed up the food chain, 
we ultimately graduated to the manager’s office.

‘Maybe buzkashi, maybe not,’ the stout woman decked in a leather 
jacket despite the heat shrugged from behind her desk. ‘I don’t know,’ 
she added, shaking her crimped black hair, ‘I stay at home.’

In search of the elusive goat, we were variously told that the games would 
definitely be on and most assuredly wouldn’t be. They’d be held on Thursday 
or Friday, starting at ten in the morning or in the evening. We both would 
and wouldn’t require advance tickets. Attempts to glean any nuggets of 
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wisdom regarding Independence Day festivities in general were equally 
unproductive. Replies ranged from there’d be a parade, but no one knew 
when, to Independence Day had been cancelled altogether this year.

Back at Base Camp One, long-horned, bearded ibex had gathered on a 
bluff to inspect the humans. With the light failing, the mountains briefly 
glowed blood orange, before the forms of the goats turned to silhouettes 
and the valley was lost to shadows. The air biting, the temperature fell below 
zero by seven PM. Retiring to the dorm, we broke out the vodka. With no 
heat or electricity, it would be a long, cold night in the pitch darkness of the 
canyon.

Rising at dawn from the wooden bunks unfestooned by mattresses, our 
stiff muscles made it known there would be no ascent of the glacier. Five 
hours later, soaked in perspiration and utterly shattered, we emerged at the 
Alplager to the scene of some sort of sports day taking place, grandmas and 
grandpas gleefully foot-racing around chay yurts. Given the sheer descent, 
the trekking pole I’d gained had proved to be a godsend. Falling flat on his 
arse repeatedly, the bruised and battered Stan hadn’t been so lucky. 

Back at Gulnara’s, Andy asked how it had gone. 

‘Fookin’ ‘ell,’ he cried at our explanation. ‘It’s just as well yer didn’t try 
for the glacier.’ 

The Raid

Stan’s luggage having theoretically been located still stuck at the airport in 
London, we headed to the National Telecoms Office in an attempt to expe-
dite its arrival. Inside the crumbling Soviet monolith, rows of bored, starch-
permed women in matronly uniforms sat in airless cubicles behind smudged 
glass. Notwithstanding their underemployment, however, it remained dif-
ficult to get served. A case of seizing the moment or losing out, appearing 
from nowhere there was always someone ready to stealthily shoehorn them-
selves in front of you at the window. If that didn’t work, they’d find a vantage 

point, a chink of light between you and the counter from which to talk over 
you.

An hour and a half later, unable to procure enough change for the dura-
tion of the call, Stan exited the phone booth none the wiser. 

‘I just kept getting cut off,’ he sighed.

Jostling through a stifling bazaar situated in an underpass, old women blew 
smoke from bunches of burning herbs into our faces, an ancient rite said 
to ward off Koz Moichok, the evil eye. Escaping their outstretched hands, 
we emerged onto Chuy Prospektesi, ambling past statues of idealised work-
ers, fictional heroes from epic poems and a rifle-toting man riding a bull. 
Opposite the main square, two guards ready to protect the honour of the 
Kyrgyz flag stood marooned and motionless in glass cases, like tiny mechan-
ical men waiting to be wound. Adorned in thigh-high, shiny leather boots, 
skinny black ties and outsized hats, when their shifts ended, they goose-
stepped away in slow-motion. 

Vying for meagre scraps of business, sketch artists and photographers 
with bulky vintage cameras stood ready and willing, boards displaying their 
work filling the pavements. Street vendors with wooden trays hung from 
their sunburnt necks hawked sweets, glue and single cigarettes. Their hands 
fixed upon each other’s shoulders, pubescent boys slurping Shoro from plas-
tic cups perambulated aimlessly.

Peddled on every intersection from red and blue barrels emblazoned with 
a handlebar moustachioed man in a pilot’s cap who seemed to have stepped 
straight out of the thirties, Shoro came in a choice of two flavours. Chalap 
Shoro was essentially sour fizzy milk, whilst Maksym Shoro was an interest-
ing sparkling bread based drink.

Across the street in Dubovy Park, elderly women in headscarves and 
floor-length gowns waddled past a Lenin statue which pointed to the ether 
dreaming of better days. Moved from Ala-Too Square - formerly Lenin 
Square - he had initially been replaced by the fictional character Erkindik, 
who represented freedom. A voluptuous winged creature in a flowing gown 
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perched upon a globe, Erkindik held aloft a tunduk, the circular frame that 
forms the top of a yurt. She, in turn, was dislodged in 2011, some Kyrgyz 
believing that a woman holding a tunduk would awaken the evil eye. Now a 
statue of Manas, the national folk hero from the epic poem sits there astride 
his trusty steed, covered in birds and caked in shit.

Languishing in permanent shade in its current less glamorous location, 
this was the last Lenin monument on a grand scale remaining in Central 
Asia. In nearby Oak Park, a sculpted Marx and Engels sat upon a bench 
debating the nuances of dialectical materialism, Marx’s hand firmly planted 
upon Engel’s chiselled butt. Senior citizens in tall felt kalpak hats embla-
zoned with rams’ horn motifs lounged upon low walls beside them, cracking 
sunflower seeds between their teeth and grinning blankly. 

‘Zdravstvuyte,’ they slurred at us.

They’d been at the hooch, a fine way to sterilise the potential risk of food 
poisoning. It was a good excuse anyway.

Saddled with the now familiar sensation of diarrhoea about to erupt, we 
inched a path into Pele, a shady sports bar where the ubiquitous music of 
the video channel blared from multiple TV screens. Despite the difficulties 
at other venues, lines at Kyrgyz tua-lets, stretching for what felt like city 
blocks, were a different animal altogether. Even if the lavatory was obviously 
occupied as they’d just seen you go in, angry young men would still yank at 
the flimsily locked door with a blind fury.

‘Atkriyti, ya shrit!’

You quickly learnt to become more assertive. Here it was kill or be killed, 
and everyone was firing on all cylinders.

Back at Gulnara’s, we joined a group of travellers who were tucking into a 
crate of pivo, the Proto-Slavic word adopted throughout the region for beer. 
The loudest of the guests by far, gossiping Gertie, a portly twenty-something 
English girl who’d recently been fired from her job explained the purpose of 
an establishment which had been something of a mystery to us. 

Ambling along the potholed streets to town and back, we’d been passing 
the Moulin Rouge VIP Club, its consistently locked pearly gates guarded by 
two fig-leafed, granite Adonises. Curiosity had finally gotten the better of 
some other travellers, who’d knocked upon the door and been ushered in, 
only to discover that it was a “Natasha joint” filled with high-class hookers 
charging 3,200 som a pop. 

‘Jeez, forget it,’ they’d told the Russian madam. ‘We’ll just buy some 
beer and snickers for three hundred som instead.’

Everyone was in high spirits at Gulnara’s, the alcohol flowing freely until 
the militsiya poured in through the iron gates.

‘Politsei!’ the Estonian contingent shrieked.
‘Da,’ the head honcho confirmed, plain clothed yet unmistakable in 
that manner that only undercover officers can achieve. ‘Everybody all 
tourist?’ he asked, all smirking self-importance as he scrutinised the 
crowd, a lackey with a minicam to hand filming our every move.

The backpackers nodded their heads with a phoney fervour.
The militsiya, it transpired, had come to drag away a bunch of Germans 

we’d met during our second luggage hunting stop at Gulnara’s. Driving from 
Munich to Bishkek, they’d suffered numerous run-ins with the mercurial 
Kazakh authorities along the way. Bishkek was the end of the road for them, 
and they were selling their car before flying home. 

Belonging to an exceedingly friendly large boned chap called Hano, one of 
the sacks of clothes they’d brought to give to needy Kyrgyz had, in the absence 
of his own, ended up being the rake-like Stan’s ill-fitting new wardrobe. Having 
started out in his own garments before moving into mine and then into Hano’s 
charity cast-offs, by now Stan was having something of an identity crisis.

‘Maybe we see you again,’ the militsiya commander exclaimed as they 
left, pointing firstly to his beady black eyes and then to each of us in 
turn, saving a particular eye-popping glare for Stan.
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As my brother sat there in his shapeless, hand-me-down German fugitive 
clothes, Gossiping Gertie gave her authoritative spin on events. Apparently 
the police had searched the German’s car and found a breadknife stashed 
in the door lining, which made perfect sense given that they’d been living 
out of the vehicle and self-catering for the last five weeks. What were they 
supposed to slice bread with, spoons? It seemed to me that having seen the 
‘For Sale’ sign in the window, the militsiya had taken quite a shine to the 
mud-spattered Hyundai. They’d no doubt been amongst the tyre kickers 
looking it over that afternoon.

Independence Day

Independence Day was here at last, a source of great excitement for me, if not so 
much for the Kyrgyz people, who’d never sought their freedom from Soviet bond-
age. What had nationhood given them, after all, but the withdrawal of Russian 
subsidies, revolutions, economic collapse and untold hardships? Unwelcome 
independence must have felt like being orphaned, the bygone colonial era now 
looked back upon with nostalgia by the older generation as a golden age. On 
the noticeboard of Fatboy’s Café where we sat for breakfast, a poster advertised 
a yurt for sale under the heading ‘Does it Yurt?’ I imagine it did. 

A nomadic people forced into a sedentary life by their overlords, the 
Kyrgyz had been unceremoniously cut adrift, left with only what lay on 
the ground. A few notoriously dangerous Aeroflot planes - banned from 
landing at European airports because of their safety record - became the 
national airline. There was the odd tank and forty mothballed ships slowly 
eroding on Lake Issyk-Köl, which constituted the landlocked Kyrgyz navy. 
A century and a quarter after the fall of Pishpek, the Russians, who’d created 
the arbitrary landmass called the Kyrgyz Republic, were gone. Pinned to the 
noticeboard, this photograph of a dilapidated yurt for sale felt poignant, 
emblematic of a past which could never be recaptured.

As the sound of car horns began to rise with the heat of the day, we set 
off in search of the lesser spotted buz. With preparations for Independence 

Day celebrations well underway, the city centre was blocked off by barri-
cades, trolleybus cables hanging limp and redundant. The driver of the neon 
blue toy train which normally circumnavigated Bishkek’s streets during day-
light hours was rather put out by the detour he was being asked to make. 
Disgruntled, he sat there with his arms folded, stubbornly refusing to budge. 

We stopped for a bottle of water, but this as did every transaction, led to a 
prolonged process of procuring change. From taksi rides to cigarettes, dorm 
beds to meals, it was always the same. Anyone who had precious change 
would hoard it with a maniacal zeal. Small change was worth more than the 
noughts printed on banknotes. 

Along Chuy Prospektesi, tweenies proudly swigging pivo were the first 
to be seen staggering. It was ten AM. In Dubovy Park, drained bottles lay 
discarded beneath oak trees in the long, unkempt grass beside a waterless 
fountain. Gamburger pitches - a burger, but not as we know it, more like a 
kebab - and got-dog stalls were springing up on the kerbside. (There is no 
‘h’ in Russian, it being replaced by a ‘g.’) Games of ordo had begun, the aim 
being to throw a goat’s knee bone, the alchik at som notes weighted to the 
road by stones; a bit like a fairground coconut shy. To the yelps of unfortu-
nate bystanders being struck by the bone, they played with great gusto, but 
not much skill.

In Ala-Too Square, troupes of dancers in flowing red and gold gowns 
and tall domed hats emerged from the dressing yurt and took to the stage. 
Moving with poise and grace to traditional music, they glimmered in the 
bright morning sunlight. Despite the feverish build-up given them by the 
two Eurovision style presenters, however, they and the performers which 
followed were greeted with a deafening silence. Even the Russified pop acts 
met with this fate, each descending from the stage without so much as a 
ripple of appreciation. Outside of planes, applause was not the Kyrgyz way. 

Leaving the festivities behind, we reached the far end of the barricades 
and set about looking for a taksi to the horse games at the Hippodrome, 
but no one would drive there. When they worked out where we were trying 
to go, driver’s eyes widened, filling with fear at the thought of the tailbacks 
before they sped away. It clearly wasn’t going to happen. Having seen what 
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we presumed to be the Hippodrome on a map in the Tourist Office a week 
before, we decided - given no other option - to walk in the vague direction 
we believed it to be. 

It was thirty-eight degrees Celsius in the shade as we walked through the 
shadeless city and on into the sprawling suburbs. Gradients of Lada, from 
wrecks to souped-up, tinted windowed racing machines with streamlined 
spoilers idled on the humid streets. The farther from the centre one trav-
elled, the more ramshackle things became, neglected Soviet era high-rises 
lifting from piles of trash scattered by the desperate looking for food or 
things to sell. Abandoned factories with broken windows decayed in over-
grown yards, vehicle parts corroding in the dead yellow grass.

We’d been traipsing for twelve kilometres beneath a cloudless sky, the top 
of my head starting to blister when we heard the faintest whisper of what 
sounded like cheering. Lumbering towards the noise, we reached a fence. 
Through cracks in the wood, there was the Hippodrome, its flags fluttering 
gently. The roar of the crowd - tantalisingly close, yet still so far away - told 
us that the games were on; and they were good. 

Following the perimeter for another hour of heatstroke-induced delirium, 
we eventually reached the fabled white arches of the Bishkek Hippodrome. 
It was a beautiful moment. There was even some tree cover, for which we 
didn’t have time to linger.

This being a ticket free affair, we shambled into the main arena. For an 
event nobody could tell you anything about, there were sure a lot of peo-
ple there, a heaving throng of rowdy men in hats made from newspapers 
quickly turning their attention to us. 

‘Sahdytsah! Sit down!’ they jeered. 

Unable to see anything standing, let alone seated on the baking concrete 
steps, I was buggered if I was going to sit.

My view of the backs of heads and yesterday’s news was interrupted by a 
railbird insistently beckoning. The people around us prodding and pointing, 

indicating that there would be no choice but to go and speak to him, we 
reluctantly waddled in his direction.

‘Where you from?’ the shaggy-browed, tracksuit-clad man questioned 
us through his soup-strainer moustache.
 ‘England. Angliya,’ Stan replied.
‘Ah, American,’ he nodded sagely, flicking a stray piece of meat from 
his facial hair. ‘You want to buy car?’

Given the experience of our German friends, we politely declined.
Coated in a veneer of sweat, with no chance of seeing anything we retired 

to a dappled spot beneath a tree near the entrance. No sooner were we set-
tled than we had a new friend, Stanbek, who also thought that England was 
part of America. It was a common misconception.

‘How about horse?’ he asked, beaming eagerly as he flattened down his 
bowl of hair.

 We gave the thumbs-up of approval.

‘Your name?’ he asked.
‘Stephen,’ said I.
‘Stan,’ said Stan, which sent Stanbek into tremors of ecstasy.
‘Like me, like me,’ he laughed, doing a little jig.

Stanbek worked as a waiter at the Obama Bar & Grill, an overpriced diner 
frequented by children of the moneyed classes. Soon after we left, this estab-
lishment would find itself challenged by the karaoke stylings of the Putin 
Pub, in an uneasy local version of wider geopolitics.

With the language barrier ensuring that our conversation was all but 
exhausted, Stanbek decided to follow us, my search for a better viewpoint 
leading to a hole in the wire mesh fence behind a militsiya truck. Stan and 
Stanbek looked worried, but undeterred I clambered through. Passing 
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the stables, I emerged on the side of the bone-dry field of play, where 
a thin ring of people were situated. This was the vantage point I’d been  
looking for.

A game popularised by Jenghiz Khan - though his horde preferred to 
use a human torso for a ball - buzkashi is historically an every man for 
himself game, the brouhaha of rearing horses sometimes measuring over 
twenty metres in diameter. The 2001 finals in Dushanbe, Tajikistan left 
twenty-two dead and hundreds maimed, lying in pools of their own blood 
as they reportedly grinned madly. Banned by the Taliban, the game has now 
returned to Afghanistan, whose players -warmly regarded for their bush-
league enthusiasm - have been known to carry AK-47’s, which although 
considered vulgar, is not against the rules per se. 

Whilst still brutal, the Kyrgyz version, Ulak Tyrtysh was a tamer affair, 
two teams of four competing to carry the buz around posts before hoisting 
it into a walled concrete circle; quite a feat considering the cauterised goat 
carcass weighs some twenty-five kilos.

The stampede producing a great wall of dust, the majority of the game 
consisted of players decked in old tank helmets preventing their opponents 
from picking up the buz. A scrum of whips and sweating horses snorting 
stringy snot, occasionally a horseman would emerge, swinging the goat by a 
leg. A game of honour not renowned for its recompense, if the carcass were 
to be the prize, it would at least be well and truly tenderised.

Shortly though, the moment came, a roar rising from the stands as with 
seven horsemen in hot pursuit, a jockey from the red team emerged from 
the pack, charging towards us with the buz laid across his steed. With the 
other riders gaining ground, yanking at the reigns of his mount as they 
punched and whipped him, the jockey with the precious goat lost control 
of his horse. Teeth bared, the chargers headed straight for us. The crowd 
breaking, each fled for their life as the surging animals engulfed us. This was 
a sport that spectators could get up close and personal with. 

Leaving the arena, I turned to see Stan rearing back with a horrified 
expression as - trainers bringing their horses for the next event - a whinnying 
stallion’s head bore down upon him.

We walked back into town past men lying in bushes, presumably uncon-
scious, not dead. In the quads of tower blocks, bag ladies were chuntering at 
their children. As we ate at the Cyclone Restaurant, an inebriated old-timer 
teetered like a tightrope walker on the high-wire, mumbled something at me 
before falling into an arik - a deep drainage ditch. 

Being the only man in town with anything approaching long hair, I 
attracted a lot of unwanted attention; except, that was, from waiting staff. 
For their skills having been learnt from the Russians, the Kyrgyz was not 
a service economy. There was a singular intensity to the blinkered way in 
which staff could walk straight past you without even glancing in your direc-
tion, no matter how hard you might try. They were masters of the art of 
looking busy whilst doing absolutely nothing. In addition to this, only the 
waiter who took your order in the first place would subsequently serve you. 
Should they go on a break, Allah help you.

The sun setting low behind the mountains, we ploughed into the nucleus 
of the celebrations, where some power pop was threatening to get the crowd 
going. At last, it seemed the revellers had something they could sink their 
teeth into. Having graduated from Speedos into their formal evening wear, 
shorts that disappeared up the arse crack, a smattering of Russians had 
joined the locals. Honest men; they left nothing undisclosed.

With the headliner, a balding, suited and booted crooner drawing 
to a crescendo, the choreographed fountains kicked in, and as a special 
Independence Day treat, danced for a full ten minutes. Sporadic fireworks 
sputtering into life, the low eighties synth ‘boing boing thwack’ of punch 
bags being struck was the soundtrack for our walk to the Pele. It had been a 
long, hot day and it was time for a few cold Baltikas, which came in a range 
of 0, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 or 9, which I presumed vaguely corresponded to their 
alcohol content. Sticking with tradition, we chose the seven, stronger than 
the three, but wiser than the nine.

As the festivities wound down, the bar quickly filled. Behind us, a bespec-
tacled teenage girl sat with arms folded, absolutely mortified that a woman 
with a young boy had gatecrashed her table. Sipping her pivo through a 
straw, she cast an evil eye at the mother, whose child stared back at her tits. 
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Flaneuring the night away, we kept a firm grip on our drinks, as the one 
thing that bar staff were very efficient about was taking your glass away, be 
it empty or not.

With the time approaching midnight, it occurred to me that there might 
be a curfew at Gulnara’s. A single attempt sufficient for us to grasp that nego-
tiating a taksi would take longer than walking, we scuttled away through the 
increasingly deserted outskirts. Still lit up like a grounded UFO, silhouett-
ing men as they reeled away, the circus on Frunze Street cast an unnatural 
glow across the poorly lit city’s open sewers. In our befuddled state, I per-
suaded Stan we should take a shortcut through microrayon thirty-two, the 
sub-district now filled by the sprawling Hyatt Hotel. It was a bad idea. Half 
an hour later we were still circling forlornly around the umbrellas on the 
veranda, the starch-suited night guard presuming us to be guests and salut-
ing us in military style with each pass. 

Our concerns had been well founded, for finally tottering into the dark-
ened alleyway full of feral dogs and abandoned roadworks where Gulnara’s 
was situated, we were greeted by the sight of the tall metal gate resolutely 
locked before us. 

Eight pints of Baltika Seven leave one in a rather sorry state for climbing. 
I still have the scars to prove it. Leaping, I’d cling to the top struggling to 
pull myself up, only for gravity to down me over and over.

‘You can do it, man,’ the disembodied voice of the younger Stan, who’d 
already hoisted himself over encouraged me.

It was gone one in the morning on the pitch black street, the dogs were 
closing in and I was pissed up. Realising that it was this or the ditch, with 
a superhuman effort, I hauled myself onto the top of the gate, tottering 
perilously for an interminable amount of time. Perched up there, a memory 
of my first proper job came to me. Working at a water-sports company - 
though I can’t even swim - my boss, Phil had been a West Country farm 
boy whose life philosophy fused new age ideas with the sickest animal porn 
imaginable. At a trade fair in Hamburg, having had one drink too many, 

he’d decided to scale the fence rather than walk the two hundred metres to 
the exit. Crashing to earth, he’d broken both his legs. As I cautiously lowered 
myself to the welcoming ground, visions of filthy Phil swam before my eyes.

The next evening we recounted our escapades to a posh, foppish English 
boy called Richard who was slumming it at Gulnara’s.

‘Really?’ he scoffed. ‘Why didn’t you just ring the bell?’

Chicken

I’d awoken at six thirty AM to the sight of Stan hugging his rucksack.

‘It came!’ he cried, unearthing his happy meal bag of pills and potions; 
‘it came!’ 

Now it was noon and we were still at the marshrutka station, fleets of vans - 
mostly Sprinters doubling as buses - spewing dark fumes into the airless air, 
but rarely moving. Wide-eyed and shouting appeared to be a conversational 
norm and this held especially true at transport hubs, where tempers quickly 
spilt over. Throughout Central Asia, if not globally, bus stations brought out 
the worst in people.

Two and a half hours later, we finally had enough passengers to depart 
for the border and from there onto Taraz, Kazakhstan. So with my knees 
crushed up against the seat in front, wedged between two headscarf-clad 
babushkas who were soon asleep with their noggins resting upon my shoul-
ders, we clattered away from Bishkek.

I had a knack for becoming the meat in the sandwich, ball cupping fat 
men, old ladies and mothers with inquisitive infants being naturally drawn 
to me. When we stopped, I’d disembark with sweat patches on my forearms 
from the close contact.

Swerving violently in the no man’s land in the middle of the unmarked 
asphalt, travelling with the fastest driver on the road had its pros and cons. 
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On the plus side, you’d reach your destination sooner, assuming you got 
there at all. It also enlivened the monotonous hours, though it didn’t help 
that the driver had his mobile phone constantly pressed to his ear.

‘Ullo? Ullo?’

Some of the overtaking manoeuvres were scarcely believable, breathtaking 
in their audacity. Veering single-handedly out of a particularly hairy game of 
chicken, we shaved the paint off the side of an oncoming open back truck 
overloaded with horses, goats and cows. Tumbling headfirst, my neighbour 
fell from her chair, landing unceremoniously in the footwell. Unmoved by 
the experience, she dusted herself off and was shortly asleep again, drooling 
down my front as she snored. It was par for the course.

The cause of any infrequent slowing was immediately apparent. Only 
at the sight of militsiya vehicles did we go under 140 kph. The checkpoint 
soon a bad memory in the rear view mirror, we tore up the flat brown dis-
tance once more, hollow silhouettes of the hazy Ala-Tau Mountains haunt-
ing us as we left Kyrgyzstan behind.


